In Tetovo Third Time Celebrating Diversity

Through the presentation of traditional dishes and traditions of all ethnic communities living in the municipality of Tetovo the traditional event "Diversity Day" was held on Wednesday.

Under the motto "Different but Equal" in Tetovo Cultural Center "Ilo-Anteski-Smok for the third consecutive year, this event allowed every member of the community in Tetovo to be proud of diversity, say organizers.

"As you can probably notice, traditional dishes are embraced, but also young artists and children in day centers in Tetovo and Gostivar, who represent modern art," said Christina Vasilevska at the opening, program coordinator of the project Multikultura.
The aim of the event, organized by the Swiss NCBI and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Norway, and this year through a blend of the traditional and modern, is for people to become familiar with their differences which rather than separate them, need to connect them. / End / MF / MV
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